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Human Papillomavirus 16 (HPV16) causes 70% of invasive cervical cancers (ICC) worldwide. Interaction between HPV16 genet-

ic diversity, host genetics and target tissue largely determine the chances to trigger carcinogenesis. We have analyzed the dif-

ferential prevalence of viral variants in 233 HPV16-monoinfected squamous (SCC), glandular (ADC) and mixed (ADSC) ICCs

from four continents, assessing the contribution of geographical origin and cancer histology. We have further quantified the

contribution of viral variants and cancer histology to differences in age at tumor diagnosis. The model fitted to the data

explained 97% of the total variance: the largest explanatory factors were differential abundance among HPV16 variants (78%)

and their interaction with cancer histology (9.2%) and geography (10.1%). HPV16_A1-3 variants were more prevalent in SCC

while HPV16_D variants were increased in glandular ICCs. We confirm further a non-random geographical structure of the viral

variants distribution. ADCs were diagnosed at younger ages than SCCs, independently of the viral variant triggering carcino-

genesis. HPV16 variants are differentially associated with histological ICCs types, and ADCs are systematically diagnosed in

younger women. Our results have implications for the implementation of cervical cancer screening algorithms, to ensure prop-

er early detection of elusive ADCs.

Introduction
Invasive cervical cancer (ICC) is the second most common cancer

affecting women,1 being responsible for approximately 266,000

deaths per year worldwide (http://globocan.iarc.fr/Default.aspx).

Around 88% of the global burden occurs in developing countries:

approximately 53.000 in Africa, almost 32.000 in Central-South

America and Caribbean and ca. 160.000 in Asia.1 Persistent

infections by oncogenic Human Papillomaviruses (HPVs) are the

etiologic cause of virtually all cervical cancers.2 This well-

established connection between HPVs infection and disease is

observed for the most prevalent histological presentations of ICC,

namely squamous cell carcinomas (SCC), adenocarcinomas

(ADC) and adenosquamous carcinomas (ADSC)2 (https://www.

iarc.fr/en/publications/pdfs-online/pat-gen/bb4/bb4-chap5.pdf).

Cervical SCC is an epithelial invasive cancer that affects

the squamous cells covering the outer surface of the cervix,

i.e. the ectocervix. SCCs most often arise at the squamo-

columnar junction between the non-keratinized stratified
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squamous epithelium of the ectocervix and the non-ciliated

simple columnar epithelium of the endocervix.3 Instead, most

cervical ADCs originate mostly from endocervix glandular

precursor lesions.4 Finally, cervical ADSC is a mixed histo-

logical type amalgamating malignant glandular and squamous

components consisting of intermingled ADC and SCC.5 Giv-

en the mixed nature of ADSC, there has historically been

some controversy with this diagnosis. It was considered as a

subtype of ADC, but it has been classified as an independent

entity, as the ADSC histological presentation is a clinic-

pathological factor that influences prognosis.6 After radical

hysterectomy, both ADC and ADSC present a poorer prog-

nosis than SCC,7 with nearly 10–20% difference in 5-year

overall survival rates.8

The most common presentation of ICC is SCC, account-

ing for 80–85% of all ICC cases,4 compared to 10–15% of

ADC and 2–3% ADSC.9,10 However, the epidemiology of

ICC seems to be changing in the last years. Public health

interventions and efforts in cervical cancer screening have

proven to be an effective approach to reducing the cervical

cancer burden through early detection of precursor

lesions.11–13 The differential anatomical location of the pre-

cursor lesions of SCC (essentially the ectocervix) and the

ADC (essentially the endocervix) could be partly responsible

for the increased success at early detection of SCC compared

to ADC,14,15 as the endocervix is more likely to be improper-

ly sampled during routine screening sampling. Indeed, cervi-

cal screening has lead to a decrease in SCC incidence mainly

in high income countries such United States, Canada, New

South Wales, most European countries and in some Asian

countries.16,17 Certain exceptions to this trend are remark-

able, as it is the case of Ireland.18–20 But the overall trend

seems to be the opposite for ADC and for ADSC, which

show an increment of both relative and absolute incidence in

certain developed countries,14,21,22 especially among young

adult women.5,20,23,24 The forces driving this increase in ADC

and ADSC detection remain nevertheless unclear.

Not all HPVs are equally associated with the different his-

tological presentation of ICCs. A clear trend of differential

HPV prevalence is obvious between SCC and glandular ICC

(i.e., ADC and ADSC);25,26 HPV16 is associated with 55–

59.3% of SCC cases and with 33–36.3% of ADC cases, while

HPV18 is associated with 12–13% SCCs and 37–56%

ADCs.25–27 Globally, SCCs are closely related to HPV16 and

its close relatives (HPV31, 35 and 52, members of Alphapa-

pillomavirus species 9), whereas ADCs and ADSCs are more

closely to HPV18 and its close relatives (HPV39, 45 and 59,

members of the Alphapapillomavirus species 7).27–30 Thus,

oncogenic HPVs are differentially associated with the various

histological presentations of ICC. This specificity is reported

at the level of type and at the level of variant.2,31–34 Indeed,

within HPV16, the HPV16_A1-3 variants may show an

increased prevalence in SCCs, while HPV16_D and to a less-

er extent HPV16_A4, B and C variants might be more preva-

lent in ADCs.2,33,35

In this study, we explore the association between the dif-

ferential prevalence of HPV16 lineages in SCC, ADSC and

ADC from Europe, Central-South America, Asia and Africa.

Materials and Methods
Samples

Cervical samples analyzed in our study stem from a Formalin

Fixed Paraffin Embedded (FFPE) repository from the Catalan

Institute of Oncology (ICO), Barcelona, Spain.36 All samples

were tested for the presence of tumor tissue as well as for the

presence of PV DNA using the SPF10-LiPA25 protocol (ver-

sion 1; Laboratory Biomedical Products, Rijswijk, the Nether-

lands). For the purpose of our study, only HPV16-

monoinfected samples were selected from three different his-

tological ICC types: SCC, ADC and ADSC. The selection of

ADC and ADSC samples was geographically paired to the

SCC samples. A total 118 samples were selected for SCC, 120

for ADC and 53 for ADSC from Europe, Central-South

America, Asia and Africa (Table 1).

PCR and sequencing
Briefly, four 5 mm paraffin sections were systematically

obtained from each block (sandwich method). The first and

last sections were used for histopathological assessment, and

the second and third sections were used for analysis of HPVs

DNA.37 A blank paraffin section was cut and processed in-

between specimens to control for carryover contaminations

in addition to routine controls. DNA was released by incuba-

tion overnight at 568C with 250 mL proteinase K buffer

(10 mg/mL proteinase K, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) followed

by incubation at 958C for 8 minutes to inactivate proteinase

K, and stored at 2208C until use. A 1:10 water dilution of

this DNA solution was used for downstream processes.

What’s new?

Interaction between Human Papillomavirus 16 genetic diversity, host genetics and target tissue largely determines the odds

of HPV16 triggering invasive cervical cancers (ICCs), but the mechanisms remain unclear. Our study assessed HPV16 variant

diversity in three ICC histological types in European, Central-South American, Asian and African samples. Different viral var-

iants displayed different prevalence depending on geographical origin and histological cancer type. Genuine differences in

HPV16 lineage prevalence explained more than 70% of all variance in the viral lineage distribution, with the interaction of

geographical origin and histological cancer type with HPV16 variants together accounting for 20% of the data variance.
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The upstream regulatory region (URR), and the E6 and

L2 HPV16 genes were chosen as amplification targets (Table

S1). All PCR reaction and conditions were performed as pre-

viously described.38 All PCR products were Sanger-sequenced

in both strands at Genoscreen (Lille, France). For those sam-

ples in which the target was difficult to amplify, PCR condi-

tions were adjusted as follows: 958C for 10 min; 40 cycles of

30 s at 948C, 50 s at 568C, 30 s at 728C; plus 7 min final

extension at 728C.

Phylogenetic analyses
Phylogenetic relationships of the E6, L2 and URR sequences

generated from the samples in the global context of HPV16

genetic variability were inferred using an Evolutionary Place-

ment Algorithm on RAxML_v7.2.8 with the GTR1C4 mod-

el,39,40 as previously described.38 The reference tree was

constructed using 109 HPV16 full-genome sequences align-

ment (Fig. S1). Sequences retrieved from our samples were

incorporated into the reference alignment with MAFFT_v7

and their phylogenetic placement was individually inferred

with the -f v command in RAxML.41 The results were inte-

grated for all nodes within a variant lineage, and the thresh-

old for assigning each sequence to a specific variant lineage

was set to 0.60.

Statistical analyses
A Generalized Linear Model (GLM) with a Poisson distribu-

tion and a log link function was used to analyze the relation-

ships between HPV16 variant prevalence and the two variables

of interest: histological cancer type and sample geographical ori-

gin, as well as with the interaction of both variables. HPV16

variant distribution was statistically analyzed by means of Fish-

er’s test and Prevalence Ratios (PR) were calculated. PRs of

HPV16 variants among histological cancers between Europe

and Central-South America or Asia were estimated using Pois-

son multivariate regression model with robust variance. The

different HPV16 variant lineages (i.e., HPV16_A1-3, A4, B, C

and D) were used as dichotomous variables.

An analysis of association between age at tumor diagnosis

and histological cancer type and sample geographical region

was performed through a two-way ANOVA and Wilcoxon

Mann–Whitney test. All analyses were performed using R in

RStudio v0.98.939 (RStudio, Inc. https://www.rstudio.com/

products/RStudio/).

Results
Dataset construction, study design and data collection

bias, and explanatory power

From the initial 118 SCC, 120 ADC and 53 ADSC we were

able to amplify 111 SCC, 97 ADC and 32 ADSC, covering 28

different countries (Table 1, Table S2). Sequences were subse-

quently classified as belonging to HPV16_A1-3, A4, B, C and

D variants. The final dataset included 109 SCC, 95 ADC and

29 ADSC, (Table1, Table S3). We assessed the impact of can-

cer histology and geographical origin on the differential preva-

lence of HPV16 variants, by applying a GLM, initially

performed including all histologies and all geographies

(Europe, Central-South America, Asia and Africa) (Table S4).

The model reached a good fit to the data, capturing above

96% of the variance in the original data (Table S4). As our

work did not include samples from North America, we per-

formed two additional models incorporating data from

HPV16 SCC and ADC isolates from United States communi-

cated by Mirabello and colleagues.35 Both GLMs, the one

including all histologies (SCC, ADSC and ADC) (Table S5)

and the one including the two cancer presentations shared

with Mirabello and colleagues (SCC and ADC) (Table S6)35

fitted also well the data (Tables S5 and S6). A more homoge-

neous variance distribution was observed in the model that

included only SCC and ADC cases (Table S6). Despite our

efforts for a balanced representation of all three histologies

and all four geographical origins studied in this work, the

low number of ADSC and African samples may have been

responsible for the spurious explanatory power of the factors

Histology and Geography in the global analyses (9.8% and

9.6% respectively in Table S4). We confirmed thus the overall

results by performing all analyses after excluding the under-

represented levels “ADSC” as histological cancer type and

“Africa” as geographical region (Table 2). This model analysis

using our cleaner, best data showed that the dataset was well

balanced for both histology (accounting only for 0.31% of the

variance, p5 0.275) and geography (accounting only for

0.69% of the variance, p5 0.267) (Table 2). The model per-

formed very well on these refined data, as it was able to fit

>97% of the data variance (Table 2).

Prevalence of HPV16 variants depends largely on variant

biology, and additionally on cancer histology and on the

geographical origin of the sample

Our data reflected the different prevalence of HPV16 variants

in distinct histological cervical cancer types and geographical

regions. Globally we observed the highest prevalence values

for HPV16_A1-3 in SCC (from 76.9% to 97% for different

Table 1. Histological cancer type and geographical distribution of
amplified and classified samples

EUR-CSA-AS-AF SAMPLES

Initial Amplified Classified1 Unclassified2

SCC 118 111 109 2

ADSC 53 32 29 3

ADC 120 97 95 2

Total 291 240 233 7

The table shows the number of initial, amplified, classified and unclas-
sified samples according to histological cancer type.
Abbreviations: ADC, adenocarcinoma; SCC, Squamous Cell Carcinoma;
ADSC, adenosquamous cell carcinoma.
1Samples classified in HPV16_A1-3, A4, B, C and D variants.
2Samples that are classified basal to a particular HPV16 variant cluster
(i.e., basal to HPV16_A1-3 and A4 variants) and samples not classified
with likelihood values below 0.6 within any HPV16 variant cluster.
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geographical regions) and large variations in HPV16_D vari-

ant prevalence as a function of geography in ADC (from 28.6

to 63.3% for different geographical regions) and ADSC (from

12.5 to 61.5% for different geographical regions) (Table S7).

The data showed increased prevalence of HPV16_A1-3 in

Europe (from 67.9% to 97% for all histologies), of HPV16_D

in Central-South America (61.5–63%, mainly for ADC and

ADSC histologies), of HPV16_A4 in Asia (from 11.5 to

27.6% for all histologies) and of HPV16_B and C variants

mostly restricted to Africa (from 28% to 66.7% and from

12.3 to 37.5% for SCC and ADC) (Fig. 1; Table S7). Figures

1 and 2 and Table S7 include data from Mirabello and col-

leagues35 to incorporate North America in the analyses. For

these samples we observed an increased HPV16_A1-3 var-

iants in SCC (75.4%) and an enhanced prevalence of

HPV16_D variants for ADC (67.5%), largely dominated by

HPV16_D3 (Table S8).

Different HPV16 variants displayed major differences in

prevalence, and that such differences explain the largest frac-

tion of the total variance (49.7% for the complete data,

p< 0.0001, Table S4; 78% for the most reliable data,

p< 0.0001, Table 2). The HPV16_A1-3 variant was overall

the most prevalent lineage, with a global prevalence of 63.1%

(Table S7). However, important differences in variant preva-

lence depended on the geographical origin of the samples

and on the histological presentation of the cervical cancer.

The factors Variant and Geography, and their interaction

accounted together for 20.2% of the total variation in the

complete dataset (Table S4) and for 10.1% of the total varia-

tion in the filtered dataset (Table 2). The HPV16_A1-3

Table 2. Generalized Linear Model (GLM) for the main two histologies (squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma) and the best-
represented geographic origins (Europe, Central-South-America and Asia)

Df Res. Dev. Df Res. Dev. % exp. Dev. p-Value

NULL 29 382.41

Variant 4 298.3 25 84.15 78 <0.0001

Histology 1 1.192 24 82.96 0.31 0.2750

Geography 2 2.635 22 80.32 0.69 0.2677

Variant:histology 4 35.193 18 46.13 9.20 <0.0001

Variant:geography 8 38.598 10 6.53 10.1 <0.0001

Histology:geography 2 3.789 8 2.74 1 0.1504

Variant:histology:geography 8 2.742 0 0 0.7 0.9495

Abbreviations: Df, degrees of freedom; Res. Dev., residual deviance, % exp.dev., percentage of data deviance explained by the corresponding factor
or factor combination.
Data should be read as follows (using “Variant” as an example): the factor “Variant” has five levels (HPV16_A1-3, A4, B, C and D) and thus contrib-
utes with four degrees of freedom; it explains in the model 298.3 units of deviance, i.e. 78.0% of the whole deviance in the original data; the prob-
ability of a factor to explain at random this proportion of the data deviance is below 0.0001.

Figure 1. Distribution of HPV16_A1-3, A4, B, C and D variants depending on geographical regions and histological cancer type. For each

combination of geography and histology the number of samples is given in parentheses. For each geographical origin, the result of Fisher’s

test assessing homogeneity for variant prevalence values between the three cancer histologies is provided (e.g., for CSA the H0 hypothesis

of the variant prevalence values being similar in SCC, ADSC and ADC is rejected with p value below 0.0001). Abbreviations: A1-3,

HPV16_A1, HPV16_A2 and HPV16_A3; A4, HPV16_A4; B, HPV16_B; C, HPV16_C; D, HPV16_D; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; ADSC,

adenosquamous cell carcinoma; ADC, adenocarcinoma; EUR, Europe; CSA, Central-South America; AS, Asia; AF, Africa. *Data for North

America were extracted from Mirabello et al. 2016. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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variant showed an evident decreasing trend in prevalence in

the different continents: 83.6% in Europe, 61.2% in Central-

South-America, 57.1 in Asia, and 17.6 in Africa (Table S7).

The interaction Variant*Histology accounted for 7.3% of the

total variation in the complete dataset (Table S4) and for

9.2% of the total variation in the filtered dataset (Table 2).

The decreasing trend for the HPV16_A1-3 variant in differ-

ent cancer histologies was also obvious: it accounted for

80.7% of all SCCs, 51.7% of all ADSCs and 46.3% of all

ADCs (Table S7). Results obtained with the GLMs were vali-

dated using a Fisher’s test after stratifying by cancer histology

and by geographic origin. These tests further confirmed the

significant difference in prevalence distribution of HPV16

variants within the same cancer type between geographical

regions (for SCC, p5 0.013; and for ADC, p< 0.0001) (Table

3, Fig. 1), as well as the different prevalence of HPV16 var-

iants within the same geographic region between histologic

presentations (for Europe, p5 0.005; for Central and South

America, p< 0.0001 and for Asia, p 50.007) (Table 3). Fisher’s

test for the complete dataset (including ADSC in histology and

Africa in geography) confirmed that variant prevalence was

Figure 2. Age at tumor diagnosis for HPV16 single infected squa-

mous cell carcinoma (SCC) and adenocarcinoma (ADC): For each

dataset, the bar represents the median, the box encompasses the

25–75% percentiles. Numbers below each graph indicate the

median and the range (1.5 3 Inter-quartile). Numbers in parenthe-

ses at the bottom indicate sample size for each location.

Table 3. HPV16_A1-3, A4 B, C and D variant distribution analysis by the two main histologies (SCC and ADC) within the best represented
geographic origins (Europe, Central-South America and Asia).

EUR CSA AS

Histology Variants n % n % n % Total n Total % Fisher test

SCC A1-3 32 97 36 83.7 20 76.9 88 86.3 0.013

A4 0 0 0 0 3 11.5 3 2.9

B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C 0 0 0 0 1 3.8 1 1

D 1 3 7 16.3 2 7.7 10 9.8

Sub-total 33 100 43 100 26 100 102 100

ADC A1-3 19 67.9 11 36.6 11 37.9 41 47.1 <0.0001

A4 0 0 0 0 8 27.6 8 9.2

B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C 1 3.6 0 0 0 0 1 1.1

D 8 28.6 19 63.3 10 34.5 37 42.5

Sub-total 28 100 30 100 29 100 87 100

Total A1-3 51 83.6 47 64.4 31 56.4 129 68.3 <0.0001

A4 0 0 0 0 11 20 11 5,8

B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C 1 1,6 0 0 1 1.8 2 1.1

D 9 14.8 26 35.6 12 21.8 47 24.9

Total 61 100 73 100 55 100 189 100

Fisher test 0.005 <0.0001 0.007 <0.0001

The contingency table shows HPV16 variants distribution for the 189 samples analyzed, according to geographical region and anatomical location.
Differences in variant prevalence between anatomical sites within a given geographical region are given through Fisher’s test values (columns). Dif-
ferences in variant prevalence between geographical regions, within an anatomical location are given through Fisher’s test values (rows).
Abbreviations: A1-3, HPV16_A1, HPV16_A2 and HPV16_A3; A4, HPV16_A4; B, HPV16_B; C, HPV16_C; D, HPV16_D; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma;
ADC, adenocarcinoma; EUR, Europe; CSA, Central-South America, AS, Asia.
Data should be read as follows for Fisher’s test: (Using “ADC” as an example): H0 hypothesis of the variant prevalence values being similar for EUR,
CSA and AS is rejected with p value below 0.0001; (Using “AS” as an example): H0 hypothesis of the variant prevalence values being similar for
SCC and ADC is rejected with p value 0.007.
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different between squamous and glandular ICCs (SCC,

p< 0.0001; ADC, p< 0.0001) as well as for samples from the

same geographical regions (Europe, p5 0.015; Central-South

America, p< 0.0001; Asia, p 50.029) (Table S5 and Fig. 1).

Cervical cancers were associated with different HPV16

variants depending on the squamous or glandular nature of

the lesions as well as on the geographical origin of the sam-

ples (Fig. 1, Table S7). The mixed presentation ADSC dis-

played somehow intermediate features between SCC and

ADC with regards to the viral lineages present. Compared to

SCC the decrease in HPV16_A1-3 in both ADC and ADSC

was accompanied by an increase in HPV16_D and of

HPV16_A4 variants, depending on geography. Specifically,

we observed an increase of HPV16_D in Central-South

America (16.3% and 63.3% for SCC and ADC respectively), a

unique presence of HPV16_A4 in Asia (11.5% and 27.6% for

SCC and ADC respectively), a low frequency of HPV16_B

and HPV16_C outside Africa (one HPV16_C in Asia (1.6%);

one HPV16_C in Europe (1.5%) and four HPV16_B and one

HPV16_C in North America (4.6%)), and a decreased pres-

ence of A and D variants in Africa (overall 29%), although

sample size in Africa is smaller than in other geographical

regions (Table S7, Fig. 1). The estimated ratios between prev-

alence values for HPV16 variants after stratifying by histology

and geography confirmed the trend of the significant decrease

in prevalence of HPV16_A1-3 and the increase of non-

HPV16_A1-3 variants in SCC compared to ADC in Asia

(2.11 fold increase, p5 0.006), Central-South America (3.12

fold increase, p< 0.0001) and Europe (2.42 fold increase,

p5 0.004) (Table 4). Similar results were obtained when the

full dataset included the data from the less represented

ADSC and African samples (Table S9). No values for Africa

could be calculated as PR are estimated with integer data.

ADC and ADSC are diagnosed in younger patients
Age at diagnosis and prognosis has been shown to differ

between squamous and glandular cervical cancers. Indeed in

our dataset, we confirmed that ADCs are diagnosed in signif-

icantly younger women than SCCs (respectively 476 13.3

and 556 16.3 years of age at diagnosis, median and median

absolute deviation; p5 0.001, Wilcoxon Mann–Whitney test)

(Fig. 2, Table S10). Similar results were obtained either apply-

ing a GLM (Table S11) or a three-way ANOVA (Table S12).

We have further tried to assess whether the differences in

prevalence of viral variants in different histologic presenta-

tions of cervical cancer were also associated with differences

in age at cancer diagnosis. Our dataset provided with statisti-

cal power for analyzing only the two more frequent variants,

with contrasting results (Table S13): while ADCs were diag-

nosed significantly earlier than SCCs for HPV16_A1-3

(566 19.2 vs. 46.56 13.3; n5 124; p5 0.004) we did not

detect differences in age at diagnosis between SCCs and

ADCs for HPV16_D (466 9.6 vs. 47.56 10.3; n5 46;

p5 0.862). This differential behavior of the variable age at

diagnosis was consistent with the explanatory power for the

factor Variant and for the interaction Variant*Histology

found in the GLM results (Table S11).

Discussion
In our study, we have assessed the HPV16 variant diversity

in a comprehensive set (n5 240) of HPV16-monoinfected

cervical ADCs, ADSCs and SCCs, in samples originating

from Europe, Central-South America, Asia and Africa. We

show that different viral variants display different prevalence

depending on the geographical origin of the samples and on

the histologic cancer type. The main novelty of our study is

that we have been able to quantify for the first time the rela-

tive contribution of each factor to the uneven HPV16 variant

prevalence. With a balanced dataset, we observe that genuine

differences in prevalence between HPV16 lineages explain

>70% of data variance, while the geographical origin and

histological cancer type interaction with HPV16 variants

combined account roughly for around 20% of all variance in

viral lineage distribution. The main strength of our study is

Table 4. Prevalence ratio (PR) of HPV16 variants by the two main histologies (SCC and ADC) for the best represented geographic origins
(Europe, Central-South-America and Asia)

Variants SCC Ref (n�var) ADC (n�var) PR PR Wald-test 95% CI Fisher-test

EUR A1-3 32 19 Ref Ref Ref 0.004

A4/B/C/D 1 (-/-/-/1) 9 (-/-/1/8) 2.42 0.002 1.60-3.65

CSA A1-3 36 11 Ref Ref Ref <0.0001

A4/B/C/D 7 (-/-/-/7) 19 (-/-/-/19) 3.12 <0.0001 1.77-5.51

AS A1-3 20 11 Ref Ref Ref 0.006

A4/B/C/D 6 (3/-/1/2) 18 (8/-/-/10) 2.11 0.004 1.25-3.58

PR for each stratum is accompanied by Wald’s test result and score confidence intervals (95%CI) and by the Fisher’s test for the null hypothesis
that the variant prevalence values are similar for SCC and ADC.
Abbreviations: Ref, reference histology; ADC, adenocarcinoma, SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; ADSC, adenosquamous cell carcinoma; EUR, Europe,
CSA, Central-South America; AS, Asia, AF, Africa; A1-3, HPV16_A1-A3 variants; A4, HPV16_A4 variants; D, HPV16_D variants; PR, prevalence ratio.
Data should be read as follows (using CSA as an example): PR shows 3.12 (95% 1.77–5.51) times higher prevalence of HPV16_D variants in ADC
than in SCC, the Reference group (i.e., 11 over 36 compared to 19 over 7). The Wald’s test shows that this PR value is significantly different from
one. The Fisher’s test shows that the probability of obtaining this shift in PR by chance given the sample sizes of the two groups being compared is
lower than 0.0001.
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the epidemiologic design, as we have restricted ourselves to

well-characterized invasive cancer cases, analyzing the hither-

to largest collection of HPV16-monoinfected SCCs, ADSCs

and ADCs so far.

Genetic variation within HPV16 has been widely studied,

with an interest in SCC,38,42–45 as this histological type

remains the most prevalent ICC.16,20 A number of studies

had addressed other cancer histologies but had focused on

data from a restricted geographic origin.2,34,35,46,47 Globally,

our results confirm and expand previous reports.34,35 We

communicate an increased prevalence of HPV16_D variants

in ADC and ADSC compared to SCC, that had been

reported in studies using samples from United States (38% of

21 ADCs compared to 3% of 37 SCCs;2 41.7% of 24 ADCs

compared to 2.4% of 42 SCCs;33 67.5% of 40 ADCs com-

pared to 15.9% of 69 SCCs35) and from Spain (85.7% from 7

glandular pathologies compared to 28.6% from 7 SCCs32).

We further describe an increased prevalence of HPV16_A1-3

variants in SCC compared to ADC or ADSC, as previously

reported in two American studies (86.8% prevalence in 38

SCCs compared to 57.1% prevalence in 21 ADCs;2 and

75.4% prevalence in 69 SCCs compared to 25% prevalence in

40 ADCs35), and in other geographically more extended

works (60% of 98 SCC compared to 42% in ADC).48 In addi-

tion, we describe an increment of HPV16_A4 variants in

glandular cancer types, 28% for ADC and 25% for ADSC, as

reported in other studies including African, Central-South

American and Asian isolates (18% of 50 ADC).48 Regarding

variation in HPV16 lineage prevalence depending on the geo-

graphical origin of the samples, our results largely confirm

the best data available44,49 showing a large dominance of

HPV16_A1-3 variants in Europe, the virtually exclusive pres-

ence of HPV16_B and C variants in Africa, the increased

prevalence of HPV16_A4 variants in Asia and the enrich-

ment of HPV16 D variants in the Americas.

Our results showing a differential association between

HPV16 variant lineages and the histological presentation of

the cervical cancer open interesting research prospects. Inde-

pendently of the geographic origin of the samples, we observe

a sharp decrease in prevalence of the HPV16_A1-3 variant in

cancers with a glandular component in Europe, Central-

South America and Asia whereas we observe a globally

increased prevalence of HPV16_D variants (Table 4). Molec-

ular differences between viral variants in the virus-host inter-

action may underlie these differences in prevalence. Indeed,

specific polymorphisms in the regulatory region of HPV16_D

variants may facilitate regulation of viral gene expression as

response to progesterone and estrogen hormones, which are

produced in large amounts in endocervical columnar epithe-

lia where ADC and ADSC occur.2,50 Some authors have iden-

tified polymorphisms in HPV16_D variants glucocorticoid

response elements (GREs)50–52 that confer facilitated activa-

tion of promoter p97, leading to an enhanced E6-E7 tran-

scription activity.50–53 An alternative hypothesis would be

that the cellular targets for malignization associated

preferentially to HPV16_A1-3 variants are rarer in glandular

epithelia. The existence of particular cell types associated

with the development of ICC is well documented.54 The scar-

city in the glandular epithelia of such cell types, more prone

to transformation by HPV16_A1-3, could thus explain simul-

taneously the lower prevalence of HPV16_A1-3 in ADC and

ADSC and also the overall lower incidence of ADC and

ADSC compared to SCC, globally some six to eight times

lower.

A number of previous studies suggested that cervical

ADCs are diagnosed in younger women than cervical

SCCs.20,32,55 However, other large studies did not find differ-

ences in age between glandular and squamous ICCs.35

Because distinct HPVs are differentially associated with either

cancer presentation25,26,29 and because more aggressive HPVs

such as HPV16, 18 or 45 cause cancers in younger ages than

other HPVs,36 differences in age at diagnosis could be associ-

ated with different factors. Our study design, focused exclu-

sively on HPV16 monoinfections and with a paired sample

choice between glandular and squamous ICCs, offered a

unique opportunity to pinpoint the source of the proposed

differences in age at diagnosis between ADC and SCC. Our

results confirm that HPV16-associated ADCs are diagnosed

significantly earlier than HPV16-associated SCCs (late forties

compared to early fifties). In our dataset, differences in age at

diagnosis between squamous and glandular cancer forms

essentially arise essentially from two factors: first, for ICCs

associated with the more prevalent HPV16_A1-3 variants,

glandular cancers are diagnosed earlier than squamous can-

cers (late forties compared to early fifties); and second,

although ADCs and SCCs associated with HPV16_D variants

do not display differences in age at diagnosis (late forties in

both cases), the increased prevalence of HPV16_D in ADCs

contributes further the younger presentation of glandular

ICCs. Our results contrast with Mirabello and colleagues,

who did not identified an age pattern.35 The differences

between these findings may arise from the different age defi-

nitions used: Mirabello and coworkers reported “age at

enrollment” in the screening program in which the samples

were generated, which could largely predate the age at cancer

diagnosis, while we have analyzed actual age at cancer

diagnosis.

Besides differences in age at diagnosis, early stage ADCs

and ADSCs display a poorer prognosis compared to

SCCs.56,57 Other factors, such as a differential efficacy of

screening procedures, have also been directly linked with the

distinct patterns of age at tumor diagnosis observed among

the different histological presentations of ICC.20,23 Indeed,

standard screening procedures perform very well at detecting

precursor squamous lesions, and in recent years, the rising

implementation of cervical cancer screening programs has

achieved an important decrease in SCC incidence.23 But exfo-

liation cytology may be less efficient at capturing the early

cytopathologic signs of ADC because it tends to occur in the

endocervical canal.16,58,59 Since the detection of HPV genetic
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material in cervical samples using standardized screening

techniques seems to be more sensitive than the cytological

identification of precursor lesions60 the early detection of

glandular precursor lesions may benefit from a tailored, more

detailed report targeting viral genotypes differentially

enriched in ADCs compared to SCCs. Such differential tar-

geting could address types with higher prevalence in ADCs,

being HPV18 the most cogent example, with 3.2 world prev-

alence increase in ADCs compared to SCCs36 (respectively

36.2% vs. 11.2%; http://www.hpvcentre.net/). Our data here

presented, as well as another large study35 suggest that

HPV16_D, and possibly more specifically HPV16_D2/D3

sublineages and particularly D2, display increased prevalence

and could have an enhanced risk in glandular ICCs. Integrat-

ing this knowledge of type-specific or even variant-specific

differential risk into future screening algorithms may help

ensure proper early detection of elusive ADCs.

Despite the large sample size and the rigorous molecular

classification of viral variants, our study suffers from a num-

ber of limitations. We have been able to cover with good

depth only three large geographical regions, while the African

continent was underrepresented and North America and

Oceania were not included. Also we did not have access to

the genetic background of the patients nor to data on self-

reported ethnicity, which could have helped disentangle rela-

tionships between viral variants and human populations.

Notwithstanding, our study provides the hitherto largest sam-

ple of well-characterized HPV16-monoinfected ICCs. Fur-

thermore, ADSC is a rare condition, so that we had to work

with a small sample set, and certain analyses were thus re-

assessed without ADSC data to yield more robust results.

However, compared to other studies that lump ADC and

ADSC, our work classified separately ADC and ADSC, as

they are different histological cancer types (https://www.iarc.

fr/en/publications/pdfs-online/pat-gen/bb4/bb4-chap5.pdf).

Finally, our work is not a case control study and we therefore

cannot provide any data regarding differential cancer risk for

HPV16 variants.

We conclude that differences in HPV16 variant prevalence

values are largely explained by genuine lineage-specific differ-

ences in viral fitness and/or oncogenicity, and additionally

shaped by the interaction between viral variant with cervical

cancer histology and with the geographical origin of the sam-

ple. We confirm that cancer histology presentation strongly

conditions age at cancer diagnosis, especially for HPV16_A1-

3 variants. Our results highlight the need for understanding

the differential interaction between viral genetics and host

genetic background, even at very shallow levels of virus

diversity. Particular histochemistry and structure within the

epithelia create different niches that allow for particular inter-

actions between viruses and cells, with substantial variation

in the chances for malignization. Our knowledge of such cell-

type specific cellular environment and its impact on the virus

life cycle remains very limited, but it probably holds the key

to understand the connection between the large diversity of

HPVs genotypes and the plurality of clinical manifestations

of the associated infections. Finally, the enrichment of certain

viral variants in ICC with glandular component opens a way

for improved screening algorithms aiming at early detection

of ADC and ADSC, which tend to be diagnosed in younger

women and to bear a poorer prognosis.
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